
Player Evaluation Form
Player's Name Date

Coach's Name Team

The most successful players are the ones that consistently demonstrate an "end product" on the field.
End product examples can be determined by asking yourself some of the following questions,
Did my service (cross) hit the desired target? Did I create a scoring opportunity?
Was my pass on target? Did I score?
Did I win a tackle? Was I able to "stand up" an attacker properly and not get beaten
Did I win the ball in the air? one-on-one?
The more players can answer YES to the questions above, the better players they will be. To improve your "end product", 
emphasis should be placed on the skills and attributes below.

Ratings
5 Exceptional

Has demonstrated exceptional performance in this area, is ahead of most players and ready for the next level.
4 Advanced

Has demonstrated consistency and solid performance in this area and are likely to be ahead of others at this level.
3 Solid

Has demonstrated success in this area and is likely to be on par with other players at this level. Focus on greater consistency or speed. 
2 Successful/Improving

Has shown desire & ability for success in this area & likely showing signs of improvement but is not yet as consistent as others at this level.
1 Development Opportunity

Has not demonstrated willingness or ability in this area or is likely to be behind most other players at this level.  
N Not Enough Information

Too new to evaluate or not applicable.

Mental/Psychological Tactical Comments
Attitude Decisions
Mental Toughness 1v1 defending
Commitment Group defending
Anticipation Reading play
Determination Response to set plays
Pride Positioning
Composure 1v1 attacking
Concentration Group attacking
Leadership Communication
Team player Winning 50/50's
Patience

Technical Physical Attendance
Control/First Touch Overall pace
Dribbling Change of pace
Short Passing Endurance Development Plan*
Long Passing Strength
Speed of play Explosive power
Offensive heading Balance
Defensive heading Flexibility
Tackling Agility
Shooting Fitness
Volleys
Crossing

Other

Coach Signature


